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Summary of Thesis: 
This paper tried to clarify Konoe Iezane’s poetic circles in the Kamakura period. In the Kamakura 
period, Konoe Iezane who was later called Inokuma Kanpaku actually seems to have opened a poetry 
society frequently. The work which the poem presided over by Iezane was celebrated is the collection of 
Yomei Bunko "Inokuma Kanpakuki Shihai Shikaishi（猪隈関白記紙背詩懐紙)". "Inokuma Kanpakuki 
Shihai Shikaishi" is a poem coverlet submitted at the poems of the reality. 
 First of all, in order to grasp the whole picture of " Inokuma Kanpakuki Shihai Shikaishi", I performed 
restoration work of the cuts included therein. Since " Inokuma Kanpakuki Shihai Shikaishi" contains both 
Kudaishi（句題詩）and Mudaishi（無題詩）, it is necessary to restore each of them separately. 
In case of Kudaishi, coincidence of viscosity is particularly a clue in rhymes and flatness as formal 
surface. In terms of content, the relationship between the expression and the poetry. In the case of 
Mudaishi., By these methods I restored as much as possible in this paper. 
 Next, attendees of Iezane’s poetic circles and the expression of poetry were examined. First, 
regarding the author of the poem, it turns out that the relatives of the reality and those from the 
housekeepers occupied most of them. It can be pointed out that the relationship between attendees and 
the facts was very close. 
Subsequently, in interpreting the content of poetry, I considered it mainly from the viewpoint of the 
authority and examples of expression. First of all, during the Kamakura period, we examined the 
enjoyment of the juvenile books. And I focused on "Hounchoumudaishi" and "Hossyoujidonogyoshuu" 
that were established in the previous generation, and examined the acceptance from both phrase 
poems and untitled poetry about their acceptance. In any case, the expression was actively adopted in 
the work of " Inokuma Kanpakuki Shihai Shikaishi ", and it was able to be positioned as its first 
acceptance example.  
In ddition, I pointed out that in the expression of poetry of " Inokuma Kanpakuki Shihai Shikaishi ", 
overlapping expressions can be seen among works having the same poetry. This pointed out the 
possibility that a phrase lexicon might exist in the background where overlapping expressions occurred.   
I organized the two types of paperback poems " Shhuugaisyo sihai sigaisi" and "Hontyousieki shihai 
shigaishi" that were written after  " Inokuma Kanpakuki Shihai Shikaishi ". I examined the author and 
the author's examples of poetry. 
 In this thesis, I analyzed diversely about "Inokuma kanpakuki shihai shikaisi ", such as author and 
interpretation of poems. I think that we could partly clarify Iezane’s poetic circles. 
 
